Application and validity of the effective medium approximation to the optical properties of nano-textured silicon coated with a dielectric layer
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Abstract: The emergence of nanotextures in photovoltaics has resulted in challenges associated with optical modelling. Whilst rigorous methods exist to accurately solve these textures, the computational effort required limits the scope of modelling applications. The effective medium approximation (EMA) is a potential alternative to provide rapid modeling results which can be easily integrated with ray tracing of large complex structures. However, the validity of this technique is strongly dependent on the size of features relative to the wavelength of interest, making the application of EMA ambiguous for many situations. This paper aims to address this issue by comparing the simulated results between EMA and finite element methods for three randomly distributed silicon textures with and without a dielectric layer. Criteria for which the EMA approach is valid are proposed and generalized using ratios between root-mean-square roughness, correlation length and incident wavelength, making these limits broadly applicable, beyond that of just the nanotexture under specific solar spectrum regimes. The results in this work apply to random, isotropic textures under normally incident light. Based on the proposed criteria, the validity of different optical simulation techniques for a set of industrial photovoltaic textures is discussed. This analysis reveals a region within which neither geometric optics nor EMA are adequate for calculating the reflectivity of a textured surface, and hence FDTD or other new approaches are required.
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1. Introduction

Photovoltaics provides a significant market share of the world’s electricity generation with a cumulative installed power over 500 GW by the end of 2018 [1]. Modelling is widely used in the industry to develop new technology, to optimise products and to predict the energy yield from large systems [2,3]. Solving the wavelength dependence of light coupling and trapping in the cell, module and system (e.g. via ray tracing) is one option being developed to provide more accurate results [4–6]. This approach relies on rapid techniques to solve the reflection, transmission and absorption at all the many optical interfaces between materials. This paper focuses on a specific aspect of this problem which is the interaction between the surface texture of a solar cell and the relevant wavelengths of light, particularly for the case where the texture contains nano-scaled features (e.g. black silicon). It examines the use of the effective medium approximation to simulate the solar cell front surface and compares the results to those determined via more rigorous techniques such as numerical Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) simulations which converge to exact solutions. The geometry studied is particularly relevant within the solar community to the optimisation of black silicon textures and the detailed calculation of module operating temperatures [7,8]. Its relevance extends to the more general development
of nanotextures (particularly where they are coated with dielectric layers) for a broad range of applications [9–11].

Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) techniques are well known to simulate light propagation at sub-wavelength scales and provide exact solutions to Maxwell’s equations. If done properly, this simulation method provides the most accurate optical simulation results. Several studies have applied FDTD to understand and model the optical behaviour of nanotextured silicon [12–15]. In particular, Kroll et al. expanded such simulations with incoherent propagation within the silicon substrate in an attempt to simulate the absorption of the whole silicon wafer [14]. Due to the large simulation volume such simulations are computationally demanding and generally hard to apply to large areas. Another solution is to apply rigorous coupled wave analysis (RCWA) which is a semi-analytical method and ideal for studying scattering of periodic structures like grating devices [16]. The applicability of RCWA on studying nanotextured silicon has also been investigated and found to provide accurate solutions [15]. However, since typical nanotextured silicon is randomly distributed, a relatively large unit cell is required to capture all features in the simulation geometry. As a result, the wavelength range in that study was limited to a 100 nm bandwidth near the Si band edge in order to save computation power. This issue was further investigated by Tucher et al. where a field stitching method was applied to replace a large unit cell with several sub-cells and a field-averaging algorithm was used to smoothen the discontinuity in the overlapping regions [17]. However, there is still a restriction on the minimum size of the sub-cell which limits the computational advantage of that method.

Another challenge of rigorous optical simulation of industrial solar cells is the propagation of light through the bulk of the wafers (∼180 µm thick) and the interaction with the rear side of the wafers. One option to address the speed issue of both FDTD and RCWA is to derive a scattering matrix that describes the scattering efficiency for a discrete set of input and output angles. This can then be combined with ray tracing to solve for light absorption in the thick wafer, a method also referred to as OPTOS [18] or AMF [19]. There are some situations where that approach has worked well [20,21]. However, deriving the scattering matrix can still be computationally demanding and the solution space is limited to 1 dimension.

An alternative approach is to simply model the textured surface layer with optical material properties determined using an effective medium approximation (EMA) [22]. This analytical approach has previously been applied to simulate the reflection of silicon nanowires for photovoltaic applications, where a single effective medium layer was used [23]. However, typical nanotextures for silicon solar cell applications have a gradual change in volume fraction which leads to an effective refractive index gradient rather than a single thin film [24]. This property was captured by a study where good agreement between EMA and RCWA was achieved in the infra-red region (2 µm - 10 µm) [21]. This has implications for modelling devices that operate in those regions, such as photodetectors. It is also relevant to more detailed solving of the operating temperature of silicon solar cells that parasitically absorb longer wavelengths of light leading to substrate heating and a reduction in cell efficiency. However, given the fact that the feature sizes of textured Si wafers are at or below the wavelength of the spectral band where light is absorbed in the solar cell, the validity of EMA for solar cell applications still requires further investigation.

Tang et al. investigated the reflectivity of one-dimensional surface profiles characterized by their root-mean squared roughness (σ) and correlation length (τ) [25]. The reflectivity spectra were calculated by an exact approach based on the extinction theorem in the electromagnetic theory and compared to the geometric optics approximation where ray-tracing was used. Criteria for determining when geometric optics is a good approximation of the electromagnetic theory were proposed and generalized using ratios between σ, τ, and λ, making it applicable to textures of different size. In this work we perform a similar analysis to investigate the validity of the effective medium approximation regarding its ability to predict the reflection and absorption of light in textured silicon.
In this work, we aim to: (1) outline a systematic approach for converting surface topography into appropriate effective medium layers (2) investigate the criteria for which EMA is a good approximation of exact electromagnetic theory models of the optical properties of nanotextured silicon, (3) apply EMA to model nanotextured silicon, both bare and with a conformal dielectric layer. The work does this for normally incident light and assesses agreement in terms of front surface reflection and absorption in the nanotexture.

2. Methods

Randomly distributed nano-scaled surfaces were computationally generated, and the optical properties were modelled by EMA and FDTD in the wavelength range of 300 nm to 2500 nm. We have assumed semi-infinite substrates to enable a direct comparison of FDTD and EMA models, focusing on the effect of front textures. Adding the effect of back-reflection would provide the same effect for both models and will not affect the conclusions. Furthermore, Sunlight has a coherence length of several 10s of microns, which is much larger than the considered feature sizes. As a result, only coherent treatment is considered in this work. In addition to the total front surface reflectance, two-dimensional cross-cuts of the electric field intensity distribution were recorded from the FDTD calculations, which assist in the discussion of the limitations of EMA for photovoltaic applications. We chose to use computer-generated surfaces because it is in practice very difficult to accurately measure the surface topography of nanotextures, and we would prefer to avoid the complication of additional experimental noise in determining the validity of the effective medium technique. It also avoids the question of how to fabricate a texture with the desired surface height distribution. The final section of this work includes some AFM measurements of typical solar cell textures. These measurements were made using Bruker Dimension ICON SPM. A diamond-like carbon coated silicon probe (TESPD) with a nominal tip radius of 18 nm was used for industrially acquired random pyramid texture and metal-assisted chemical texture. A minimum 5:1 high aspect ratio probe (TESPA-HAR) with a nominal tip radius of 10 nm was explicitly used for academic produced reactive-ion etched (RIE) textures. The preparation of the RIE textures were described in [26,27].

2.1. Generation of random surfaces

Each surface morphology was created assuming a Gaussian distribution of heights specified by a set of targeted root-mean-square roughness ($\sigma$) and auto-correlation length ($\tau$) using common definitions [28]. Both surface height distribution and correlation length of these surfaces were described by a Gaussian distribution. An open source random surface generator was obtained and further modified to create the sets of homogeneous surfaces used in this study [29]. The shape of underlying features in each surface was created by producing numbers of sinusoidal waves with different frequency. The actual values of $\sigma$ and $\tau$ were confirmed by importing each surface into Gwyddion, a common open-source program for AFM data analysis, and using the software’s surface statistics function to ensure that actual parameters are within 5 nm of the targeted values [30]. Figure 1 shows the line profile of three textures studied in this work. Texture 1 has an effective slope index ($\sigma/\tau L$) of 3, which represents a more needle-like surface. Textures 2 and 3 have smaller effective slope index, representing more planar surfaces.

Figure 2 shows the diagram of “effective slope index versus wavelength-normalized roughness” proposed by Tang et al. The blue and green areas in the diagram represent geometries where electromagnetic theory can be approximated by geometric optics, with the green area being valid if only the specular component of total reflectance is concerned. The Textures 1, 2 and 3 examined in this work at different wavelengths were created with pairs of $\sigma$ and $\tau_1$ that fall into the “electromagnetic region” for wavelengths in the range 300-1200 nm for which geometric optics will not work, as we previously confirmed for other experimentally produced photovoltaic nanotextures [31]. The orange region is the effective medium region proposed in this work (based
on the results presented in Section 3.2), within which the total reflectance of textured silicon can be approximated by EMA. In this study, the proposed criterion for EMA being valid is that the absolute difference in total reflectance between EMA and FDTD must be less than 2%. In this case, the mismatch between two simulation approaches results in less than 1 mA/cm$^2$ difference in photon current between 300 nm – 1200 nm under the AM1.5G spectrum. It should be reiterated that the criterion proposed in this work only examines the total reflectance for normally incident light and its angular dependency is not within the scope of this study.

![Fig. 1. Line profiles for the artificially created Textures 1, 2 and 3.](image)

2.2. Summary of EMA simulation

The created nanotextures were modelled as a stack of 20 thin films with each layer designated an effective index corresponding to the materials gradient from air to silicon (Fig. 3). This number of layers was chosen such that the reflectance does not change with further increase in number of
layers and such that no interference fringes were observed. The effective medium method used to calculate the effective permittivity of each layer is described in Section 2.3 and the extraction of volume fraction of each element in each layer is described in Section 2.4. The calculated effective index of each layer was used in a transfer matrix model to calculate the effective specular reflectivity. Both EMA and FDTD models shared the same refractive index \((n + ik)\), for silicon [32].

Fig. 3. (a) Schematic diagram on the effective medium approach, where the nano-texture on the surface is modelled as an effective medium which consists of a stack of 20 thin films. (b) The real component of refractive index \((\lambda = 600\,\text{nm})\) through the height of the effective medium, calculated by the Bruggeman effective medium model for a silicon surface with Gaussian height distribution in air.

### 2.3. Effective medium theory

Effective medium theory represents the optical properties of a complex composite by an effective homogenous medium. It has been successfully used to represent the effective optical properties of nanoparticles, porous silicon, mesocrystal and gratings [33–36]. Recently, it has also been applied to nanotextured silicon [21,23].

Several different models have been developed with regards to calculating the optical properties of the mixed effective medium. The Maxwell-Garnett model is one of the most studied mixing formulae, originally derived for spherical inclusions in a host medium [37]. It works best for dilute composites due to its asymmetry property between the permittivity of host and inclusion [38]. Due to the same property, it cannot be generalised for modelling composite of three materials. As such, it is not applicable for modelling textured silicon in this work. We use the well-known Bruggeman mixing model which, for a mixture of two dielectric media states

\[
f_{\text{Si}}\left(\frac{\varepsilon_{\text{Si}} - \varepsilon_{BG}}{\varepsilon_{\text{Si}} + 2\varepsilon_{BG}}\right) + (1 - f_{\text{Si}})\left(\frac{1 - \varepsilon_{BG}}{1 + 2\varepsilon_{BG}}\right) = 0,
\]

with \(f_{\text{Si}}\) the volume fractions of Si and \(\varepsilon_{\text{Si}}\) and \(\varepsilon_{BG}\) the dielectric constants of Si and the modelled effective constant, respectively. This equation can be factorized into a second-order polynomial [38,39]

\[
0 = A\varepsilon_{BG}^2 + B\varepsilon_{BG} + C,
\]

where

\[
A = -2 \quad ; \quad B = f_{\text{Si}}(2\varepsilon_{Si} - 1) + (1 - f_{\text{Si}})(2\varepsilon_{\text{air}} - \varepsilon_{\text{Si}}) \quad ; \quad C = \varepsilon_{\text{Si}}.
\]

To model the effective permittivity of nanotextured silicon coated with a dielectric layer, the BG equation becomes.

\[
f_{\text{Si}}\left(\frac{\varepsilon_{\text{Si}} - \varepsilon_{BG}}{\varepsilon_{\text{Si}} + 2\varepsilon_{BG}}\right) + f_{\text{d}}\left(\frac{\varepsilon_{\text{d}} - \varepsilon_{BG}}{\varepsilon_{\text{d}} + 2\varepsilon_{BG}}\right) + (1 - f_{\text{Si}} - f_{\text{d}})\left(\frac{1 - \varepsilon_{BG}}{1 + 2\varepsilon_{BG}}\right) = 0,
\]
With $f_d$ and $\varepsilon_d$ the volume fractions of dielectric coating and dielectric constant of the coating, respectively. It can be factorized into a third-order polynomial

$$0 = D\varepsilon_3 + E\varepsilon_2 + F\varepsilon + G,$$

where

$$D = -4,$$
$$E = (6f_{Si} - 2)\varepsilon_{Si} + (6f_{d} - 2)\varepsilon_{d} + (4 - 6f_{Si} - 6f_{d}),$$
$$F = (3f_{Si} + 3f_{d} - 1)\varepsilon_{Si}\varepsilon_{d} + (2 - 3f_{d})\varepsilon_{Si} + (2 - 3f_{Si})\varepsilon_{d},$$
$$G = \varepsilon_{Si}\varepsilon_{d}.$$

For both polynomials, only one root resulted in positive values for $n$ and $k$. The other(s) resulted in negative numbers, which are discarded [38,39].

2.4. Extraction of volume fraction for individual element

Figure 4 shows the cumulative height distribution ($P(z)$) of Texture 1 extracted by Gywddion. It is equivalent to the bearing area curve which gives the ratio of air to materials at any height ($z$), irrespective to the shape of the texture, number of materials, and randomness of the spatial distribution [28]. For a coated silicon surface, a 100nm thick conformal layer was added on top of the generated texture. This is approximately equivalent to a directed deposition process. The addition of this layer causes the $P(z)$ to be shifted by 100nm towards the positive $z$ direction, such that

$$P'(z) = P(z + 100),$$

where $P'(z)$ is the cumulative height distribution of the passivated silicon surface. For the texture coated with dielectric, the volume fraction of silicon ($v_{Si}$) at height $z$ is

$$v_{Si} = 1 - P(z),$$

the volume fraction of air ($v_{air}$) at height $z$ is

$$v_{air} = P'(z),$$

and the volume fraction of dielectric layer ($v_{d}$) at height $z$ is

$$v_{d} = 1 - P'(z) - P(z).$$

2.5. Details of numerical FDTD calculation

The reflection and absorption spectra were calculated using finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) calculations performed in Lumerial FDTDSolutions [40]. The surface textures of 5 × 5 μm were imported and placed in a simulation box of 5 × 5 × 1.4 μm. For the calculations of textures with a dielectric coating, the same surface was copied and displaced in the lateral direction to mimic conformal coating of the Si texture. Periodic boundary conditions were employed in the surface texture plane, while perfectly matching layers (PMLs) were used in the lateral directions. A broadband plane wave source was employed under normal incidence propagating in the negative $z$-direction. To calculate the reflection from the texture, a power monitor was placed above the source; to calculate the absorption in the surface texture, two power monitors were placed at the beginning and end of the texture, respectively. To obtain the two-dimensional cross-cut of the electric field intensity distribution, a field monitor was placed in the $x$-$z$ plane that recorded the electric field intensity of the propagating plane wave with 100 nm wavelength intervals. Mesh
resolution convergence was found for a 3 nm mesh in all three dimensions, with conformal mesh refinement. The calculations were performed on a computer cluster, using 512 CPU’s in parallel with 4GB RAM per CPU. To remain within the memory capacity, the calculations were carried out over two wavelength regimes: 300-1400 nm and 1400-2500 nm. To ensure identical optical properties for the materials in both wavelength regimes, the optical constants (n and k) were fitted with analytical functions over the full range (300-2500 nm) for both simulations. Literature values of the optical constants of Si were used [32]. The n and k values of the dielectric were set to equal 2 and 0, respectively, for all wavelengths.

3. Results

3.1. Effective medium approximation for bare silicon

Figure 5 shows the reflectance and absorptance spectra of the bare silicon textures from the EMA model compared to the FDTD calculations. Excellent agreement is found for the simulated reflectance between the EMA model and FDTD calculations above 370nm (Texture 1), 590 nm (Texture 2), and 700 nm (Texture 3), where the absolute difference in reflectance between EMA model and FDTD calculations is less than 2% absolute (Fig. 6(a)). However, the simulated reflectance by EMA shows significant disagreement with FDTD in the short wavelength region for all textures, indicating that the EMA model is not valid within this region. As $\lambda$ reduces, the $\sigma/\lambda$ increases and the value of $\sigma/\lambda$ beyond which deviation started to occur ($\sigma/\lambda_{\text{critical}}$) seems to depend on the value of effective slope index ($\sigma/\tau$). In other words, the validity of EMA on textures with higher effective slope index extends to shorter wavelengths. In the short wavelength region, the EMA model consistently underestimates the reflectivity for all textures (Fig. 6(a)).

The discrepancy between these models appears to be more significant when the effective slope index of the textures is smaller. The absolute difference in reflection at 300 nm between EMA and FDTD is 2% for Texture 1 and is as large as 20% for Texture 3. For a given volume fraction (e.g. $f_{\text{Air}} = f_{\text{Si}} = 0.5$), the in-plane dimensions of individual elements in middle and deep layers is larger for planar texture (smaller effective slope index) as compared to that of more needle like textures (larger effective slope index). As the individual elements get larger and closer to the incident wavelength, EMA starts to perform poorly.
Fig. 5. Simulated reflectance (a, c and e) and absorption (b, d and f) spectra for bare textured silicon, obtained by FDTD (solid lines) and EMA (dashed). The vertical bar shows ±2% absolute difference.
3.2. Electric field intensity distributions of light incident on the nanotexture

The electric field intensity distributions on all textures at 400 nm and 1000 nm (Fig. 7) provide insight into the deviation between EMA and FDTD. At 400 nm, a complex electric field intensity distribution is observed for all textures. We attribute this to strong resonance and multiple light scattering events from the textures, since the incident wavelength is similar to the feature size. The pattern observed in Fig. 7 is the result of interference between the plane wave and the scattered light. These prominent scattering effects are all accurately accounted for in the FDTD simulation. On the other hand, when the wavelength of the incident plane-wave increases to 1000 nm, there is no significant lateral disturbance in the electric field distribution. This indicates that scattering of light from these textures is negligible at 1000 nm and the reflection from these textures is mostly specular. The above results suggest that the discrepancy between EMA and FDTD present in Fig. 6 is due to the fact that near-field effects are not accounted for in the EMA model, which becomes prominent as the wavelength reduces. It is worth noting that a rather complex electric field intensity distribution was observed for texture 1 at 400 nm, yet the total reflectance resulted from FDTD was low such that it was still within 2% absolute difference compared to EMA.

3.3. Effective medium approximation for silicon coated with a dielectric

Figure 8 shows the reflection and absorption spectra of silicon conformally coated with a 100 nm thick dielectric layer from the EMA model compared to the FDTD calculations. The anti-reflection effect is clearly seen in the reduction in reflectance over the entire spectral range, compared to Fig. 5, with an interference minimum at 500 nm, 550 nm, and 800 nm, for Textures
Fig. 7. FDTD calculation of the electric field intensity distribution through a cross-section (highlighted by red curve) of the three bare silicon textures upon plane-wave illumination at a wavelength of 400 nm (a, c and e) and 1000 nm (b, d and f).

1, 2 and 3, respectively. In this case, very good agreement in simulated reflectivity between the EMA model and FDTD calculations is achieved for the whole spectral range examined for Texture 1 and 2 with an absolute difference less than 2%, except in the region ($\lambda \approx 1900$ nm) where signal noise caused by the statistic involved in ray-tracing (Fig. 9(a)). This issue may be resolved by increasing the number of rays used in the Monte Carlo ray tracing simulation. For Texture 3, the absolute difference from 750 nm and higher is less than 2% whilst it increases below 700 nm; the absolute difference reaches 15% at 380 nm. These results indicate the validity of the EMA model for AR-coated textured Si for small $\sigma/\lambda$. This enables EMA as a modelling technique to predict the optical properties of a given nanotextures with a conformal dielectric coating. Similar to the case for the bare texture, very good agreement is observed for the absorption spectra in Fig. 8, with the largest deviation found for short wavelengths for Texture 3 (Fig. 9(b)).

3.4. Proposed criteria for approximating electromagnetic theory by EMA

Figure 10 depicts the same data as shown in Fig. 2, but now both axes are wavelength-normalized and diagonal lines correspond to $\sigma/\tau$ values. This representation reveals the influence of individual change in $\sigma$ or $\tau$ relative to the wavelength. In addition to the specular, geometric-optics, and electromagnetic regions as taken from Tang et al., we define any texture as specular that has a roughness at least 100 times smaller than the wavelength. The EMT regions is proposed in this study and defined where the total simulated reflectance from EMA is within 2% absolute difference to FDTD simulation for silicon textures. The EMT fades to white, indicating a region that is out of scope of this study.

Alternative to the random structures considered in this work to achieve low reflection, ordered structures (silicon cylinders) that support Mie resonances can also be employed to achieve black silicon [41–45]. Using the reported height, pitch and diameter, the $\sigma$ and $\tau$ of these periodic silicon textures were calculated by using “Gwyddion” and analytical formulas. We find that these
Fig. 8. Simulated reflection (a, c and e) and absorption (b, d and f) within the texture for bare silicon coated with dielectric, obtained by FDTD (solid lines) and EMA (dashed).
Fig. 9. (a) Absolute difference in simulated reflectance between EMA and FDTD for Texture 1 to 3 coated with dielectric layer. The dashed lines indicate the 2% absolute difference. \( \lambda_{\text{critical}} \) represents the wavelength at which the absolute difference reaches 2%. (b) Absolute difference in simulated absorptance within the nanotexture between EMA and FDTD.

Fig. 10. Diagram of wavelength-normalized roughness versus wavelength-normalized correlation length, with regions of specular reflection (green), geometric optics (green-blue), and the electrodynamic region (blue) as taken from Tang et al. (same data as in Fig. 2). The criteria proposed in this study are indicated in orange, where the total simulated reflectance from EMA is within 2% absolute difference to FDTD simulation for silicon textures. Each dot indicates one of the textures at a 100nm wavelength interval between 300 and 1200nm (right to left). The coloured squares are taken from [42,46], respectively. The diagonal dashed line depicts the \( \sigma/\tau = 1 \) line.

Textures do not fall in the electromagnetic region (coloured squares) at 550nm (the middle of the visible spectrum) or lower. This indicates that the validity regions in this study are typical to random textures, and not valid for ordered/resonant structures.

The validity chart reveals a region within which neither geometric optics nor EMA are adequate for calculating the reflectivity of a textured surface, and where FDTD or other approaches are required. It is interesting to consider how this impacts the modelling of textures typically used in
photovoltaics. Table 1 summarizes the surface characteristic of a variety of common photovoltaic textures based on reports in the literature and AFM measurements made as part of this work. For each texture, the table provides the wavelength for normally incident light at which the boundaries of validity of EMA is crossed. The corresponding SEM images of these textures were shown in Fig. 11.

Table 1. Summary of surface characteristics and weighted reflectance between 300 nm – 950 nm for upright random pyramids (RPD), industrial metal-assisted chemical etching (MACE) and reactive-ion etching (RIE) and their regions of validity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Texture</th>
<th>σ (nm)</th>
<th>τ (nm)</th>
<th>( R_{\text{weighted}} ) (%)</th>
<th>GO valid max ( \lambda ) (μm)</th>
<th>Specular max ( \lambda ) (μm)</th>
<th>EMA(^a) min ( \lambda ) (μm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RPD</td>
<td>481</td>
<td>1213</td>
<td>0.119</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACE</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>322</td>
<td>0.198</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shallow RIE</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>0.104</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deep RIE</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)Proposed in this work.
For macroscopic random pyramid texture, the geometric optics region applies for wavelengths below 2.5 µm, which implies that 99% of the energy in AM 1.5G spectrum can be accurately simulated by ray-tracing. Beyond 2500 nm, it crosses into the specular region, at which point the simulated results from ray-tracing become less accurate, at least when the angular distribution is of concern. The minimum wavelength for using EMA to model random pyramid is 17 µm, which is beyond the interests in the applications of photovoltaics.

Metal-assisted chemical etched (MACE) texture falls into the geometric optics region up to approximately 900 nm, beyond which it starts to cross into the specular region. This suggests that while the front surface reflectance of MACE maybe accurately simulated by ray-tracing, the internal light rapping (900 nm – 1200 nm, where angular distribution is crucial) may not. As the MACE texture continuously reduces in size, this problem may become more significant in the future. The table also suggests that the parasitic absorption (1000 nm – 4000 nm) of MACE textured silicon solar cells require rigorous solving. Nevertheless, the atmospheric window (8 µm – 13 µm [47]) falls into the proposed effective medium region, which indicates that EMA can be used to rapidly simulate the optical properties of MACE textures when radiative heat loss is concerned [7][47].

RIE-needles may form on a polished surface or a micro-textured surface [48][49]; the former requires deep features to significantly reduce the front surface reflectance, whilst the later often requires shallower features for optimizing the electrical properties of the final device. Therefore, a vast range of surface characteristics are possible. Two options used in this work are shown in Table 1. Nevertheless, it can be observed that neither geometric nor effective medium approximation is fully valid for simulating any of these RIE textures within 300 nm – 1200 nm, the wavelength range that is most relevant to solar cells. Like MACE texture, the atmospheric window of RIE textures falls into the effective medium region.

4. Conclusions

Rapid modelling of nanotextures can enable their integration into large and multi-variant simulations. This is particularly useful for the solar industry to optimise the front surface region and to determine the impact on a cell, module and system level. To enable this, the work presented here investigated the use of the effective medium approximation to model the optical properties of dielectric-coated nanotextures for photovoltaic applications. The validity of this approach was studied not just for a single specific texture, but as a function of feature size. Thus, allowing it to be applied to a broad range of textures. Randomly generated surfaces were used to allow the creation of specific size distributions and to avoid errors related to the topographical characterisation of these surfaces. By comparing the reflection and absorption simulated via EMA and FDTD it identified a region of validity in which the agreement between the techniques for normally incident light was less than 2% absolute. This region was based on the results of three surfaces, further work could refine this further by including more surfaces and extending the analysis to include varied angles of incidence.
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